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Abstract—Interest in UnderWater Acoustic Sensor Networks
(UW-ASNs) has rapidly increased with the desire to control the
large portion of the world covered by oceans. Energy efficiency
is one of the major concerns in UW-ASNs due to the limited
energy budget of the underwater sensor nodes. In this paper, we
tackle the problem of energy holes in UW-ASNs while taking
into consideration the unique characteristics of the underwater
channel. We prove that we can evenly distribute the transmission
load among sensor nodes provided that sensors adjust their
communication range when they send or forward the periodically
generated data. In particular, we propose a balanced routing
strategy along with the associated deployment pattern that
meticulously determines the load weight for each possible next
hop that lead to fair energy consumption among all underwater
sensors. Consequently the energy holes problem is overcome
and hence the network lifetime is improved. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work that addresses the energy hole
problem in UW-ASNs.

Index Terms— UnderWater Acoustic Sensor Networks, rout-
ing, load balance, performance analysis, energy conservation.

I. INTRODUCTION

UW-ASNs are considered to be a promising key asset in
offshore exploration, tsunami warning, and mine reconnais-
sance [1]. Consequently, UW-ASNs are gaining a remark-
able momentum within the research community. Acoustic
communication is deemed to be the enabling technology for
underwater networks. Indeed, electromagnetic waves tend to
scatter and to be absorbed in conductive salty water within a
very short distance from the transmitter. Optical waves require
the transmitter and receiver to be aligned in order to form a
link and tend to be effective on very short range compared to
the desired communication distances.

Conceiving network protocols especially tailored for un-
derwater acoustic networks faces serious challenges. Indeed,
underwater channel imposes unique and harsh characteristics
such as the high-attenuation, bandwidth-limited underwater
acoustic channel and limited battery power. In fact, battery
budget of underwater sensors is not only limited but most
importantly cannot be recharged, since solar energy cannot
be exploited. Note that, acoustic underwater communications
consume larger amount of power compared to the terrestrial
radio ones. Indeed, underwater communication is subject to
transmission over higher distances. Moreover, more complex
signal processing techniques are required at the receiver to
compensate the impairments of the underwater channel.

Due to the aforementioned reasons, UW-ASNs require pro-
tocols that make judicious use of the limited energy capacity
of the underwater sensor nodes. To this end, one of the ma-
jor characteristics of UW-ASNs that should be appropriately
exploited in order to enhance the network performance such
as energy expenditure and transmission delay is manual de-
ployment. Underwater sensors are manually bottom anchored
meaning that a prior knowledge of their locations can be
acquired upon deployment. More specifically, we can take
advantage of such feature in order to achieve a dedicated well
studied deployment that satisfies our application requirements
especially in terms of energy conservation.

Once the appropriate deployment is defined, another crucial
way that should be well exploited to extend the lifespan of an
UW-ASN is through load balancing. As such, all the sensors
consume their energy budget as smoothly and uniformly as
possible. In terrestrial wireless sensor networks, it was shown
that the closest sensors to the sink tend to deplete their
provided amount of energy faster than other sensors [2]- [6].
This unbalanced energy consumption is liable to drastically
reduce the lifetime of sensor networks; that is why it should
be avoided to the largest possible extent. In fact, authors in [6]
plead that by the time the nearest sensors to the sink drain their
initially provided energy, sensors more distant still have up to
93% of their energy budget. Indeed, sensors in the vicinity of a
static sink act as the traffic hot spots since they have significant
packet load to relay. Those sensors which are 1-hop away
from a static sink would suffer from a severe exhaustion of
their battery power, which may cause energy holes resulting in
possible network disconnection and consequently preventing
reports from reaching the sink.

In this paper, a balanced routing design for avoiding energy
holes in UW-ASNs is proposed and thoroughly evaluated. Our
ultimate aim is to balance the energy consumption among all
underwater sensors that are manually deployed according to
a defined deployment pattern. Our balanced routing solution
dictates that each underwater sensor can tune its transmission
range among two possible levels. Each transmission range
allows the sensor to reach a specified next hop. We strive
for deriving the optimal load weight for each possible range
that leads to fair energy consumption among all sensors in the
network and hence avoiding the sink-hole problem. Our pro-
posed routing scheme is especially tailored for the underwater
environment. Indeed, our routing solution takes into consider-
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ation the unique characteristics of the underwater channel such
as attenuation, noise and the dependence of usable bandwidth
and transmit power on distance. In fact, once we determine
the appropriate load weight for each possible transmission
range, the MAC layer then adapts specific parameters, such as
bandwidth and transmission power, according to the chosen
transmission distance. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first work that addresses the energy sink hole problem in
UW-ASNs.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows. First, we
propose a well designed deployment pattern for UW-ASN
aimed at minimizing the energy consumption. Second, based
on the proposed deployment, we prove that we can evenly
distribute the transmission load among underwater sensors
with constant data reporting provided that sensors adjust their
communication ranges when they send or forward sensed
data. In particular, we assume that each sensor can adjust its
transmission range among two possible levels. Consequently,
at the routing layer, we determine the set of possible next
hops with the associated load weight that lead to a fair energy
depletion among all sensors in the network. Finally, we prove
that our balanced routing design outperforms the nominal
communication range based data forwarding [13] in terms of
energy conservation and hence the network lifetime.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
state of the art related to the focus of this paper. Section
III presents a basic review of the underwater channel and
introduces our network and energy model. In section IV, we
analytically formulate and solve the energy balancing problem
that leads to an even energy depletion among all sensors.
Results are provided in Section V, where we compare the
performance of our proposal to the nominal transmission range
based data forwarding scheme. Finally, we conclude this paper
with a summary of our contributions.

II. RELATED WORK

In the past decade, Underwater acoustic networks have
attracted a lot of interest in the research community. While
some of the already proposed solutions for Wireless sensor
networks may be reused, the unique characteristics of the un-
derwater channel usually necessitate the proposal of dedicated
solutions. Extensive work has been conducted up to date at
different layers of the classical protocol suite. Authors in [7]
provide a thorough overview of existing networking protocols
for underwater networks. In this section, we mainly focus on
the work related to routing in UW-ASNs and energy sink hole
problem in terrestrial sensor networks.

From a routing point of view, geographical routing protocols
seem appropriate for the underwater environment, where man-
ually anchored nodes have knowledge of their coordinates at
deployment time, and mobile nodes (such as AUVs) have local
navigation systems. Several geographical routing protocols,
especially devised for underwater channel have been proposed.
In [8], the design of minimum energy routing protocols
especially designed for underwater environment is evaluated.
Indeed, as a main contribution, authors in [8] prove that,
depending on the modem performance, in dense networks

there is an optimal number of hops beyond which the system
performance, especially in terms of energy consumption, does
not improve. In [9], two distributed routing strategies are pro-
posed for delay-insensitive and delay-sensitive applications.
In [10], a new geographical routing strategy for underwater
acoustic networks is introduced and joined with power control.
The main contribution of this routing scheme called FBR is
to dynamically establish routes on demand without damaging
the network performance. In [11], the authors are mainly
interested in providing a reliable routing solution especially
dedicated for time-critical applications in underwater acoustic
networks. To this end, they propose a multipath routing scheme
based on continuous power control aimed at minimizing the
energy consumption without compromising the end-to-end
delay. While providing a major improvement in terms of data
reliability and error recovery, crucial issue such as energy
consumption during reception of a packet was not taken into
account in this analysis. In [12], a mathematical framework
for cross-layer optimization is stated along with an associated
protocol. Based on the unique properties of underwater envi-
ronment, the proposed solution provides a joint optimization
among different layers. Indeed, the proposed strategy allow
each underwater node to jointly select its best next rely, the
optimal transmission power and the error correction technique
that minimize the energy consumption. However, the lack of an
acoustic transceiver able to dynamically adapt its parameters
to instantaneously fit the link conditions limits the usefulness
of this approach in practice.

When it comes to energy sink hole problem, the number of
dedicated works to overcome this problem in UW-ASNs seems
negligible. For this reason, we devote this section to review
work related to energy sink hole problem in terrestrial Wire-
less Sensor Networks (WSNs). Note that, the most common
approach to deal with the energy holes problem is through
balancing the energy consumption through the network.

The energy sink-hole problem in WSNs has gained rel-
atively less attention in the literature. It is worth noting
that this problem was originally addressed by Guo et al. in
[15]. They proposed an energy-balanced transmission scheme
that adjusts the ratio between direct transmission to the sink
and next-hop transmission. Accordingly, sensor nodes are
deployed in a circular disk around the sink. Each node can
send a percent of data directly to the sink and the rest to
the next hop. Precisely, the authors show that sensors far
away from the sink should send a larger percentage of data
to the next hop, while sensors near the sink send more
data directly to the sink. In [14], the authors proposed a
thoroughly analytical model for multipath propagation that
evenly distributes the energy consumption among all sensors.
Indeed, they show that sending the traffic generated by each
sensor node through multiple paths instead of a single best
path allows performance improvement especially in terms of
energy consumption. Accordingly, they derive the set of paths
to be used by each sensor node and the associated proportion
of utilization that minimize the energy consumption. In [16],
event driven applications in a nonuniform sensor distribution
were considered. The authors proposed a blind algorithm that
overcomes the energy-balancing problem without beforehand
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knowledge on the occurrences of the events. In [17], authors
proved that minimizing the total amount of energy along a
path is only achieved when the coronas of a circular field
have the same width. Unfortunately, such configuration would
inevitably lead to uneven energy depletion among sensors.
Consequently, they computed the optimal widths of coronas
and their optimal number in order to achieve fair energy deple-
tion of sensors. In [18], authors revealed that up to 90% of the
initially provided energy budget is unused especially in static
WSN model where the sensors are uniformly distributed. For
this reason, they proposed a nonuniform sensor distribution
strategy and showed by simulation that it can increase the
total amount of sensed data. In [19] a protocol, called Variable
Transmission Range Protocol (VTRP) was proposed with the
aim to overcome the energy holes problem by varying the
transmission power. Indeed, VTRP proposes to dynamically
adapting the transmission range such that the closest sensors
to the sink are bypassed and hence the network lifetime is
increased. While VTRP assumes that the sink is static, in
[13] the proposed protocol considers sink mobility and energy
heterogeneity among senor nodes in order to overcome the
sink hole problem.

Different from the contributions described in this section,
in this paper, we present a routing solution dedicated for
a specific underwater acoustic network deployment, which
overcomes the energy holes problem by balancing the energy
consumption through the network. As a distinguishing feature
from the above described works, in our study, each sensor
node has at least two possible transmission ranges. As such,
each sensor node has two possible next hops to reach the
sink. Consequently, we strive for deriving the appropriate
load weight for each possible next hop such that the energy
depletion is balanced among all sensors in the network. We
believe that the proposed balanced routing design is able
to efficiently overcome the energy holes problem while still
remaining practical enough for real implementation.

In our study, we opt for the pre-configured static routing
instead of using the adaptive dynamic routing for three main
reasons. First, in our study, the sensor nodes are not actually
mobile since they are manually bottom anchored. Hence, the
overall network topology is static as opposed to mobile ad-
hoc networks, where dynamic routing is required to adapt to
the frequent topological changes. Even more, in our work, we
propose a well defined deployment pattern for the underwater
sensors such that our balanced pre-configured routing solution
perfectly achieves the application requirements especially in
terms of energy savings.

The second reason behind using the pre-configured routing
is the traffic pattern. In our study, we consider continuous-
monitoring applications, where each node reports periodically
its data to the sink node. The amount of information generated
by each sensor node is therefore known beforehand as opposed
to the event-driven applications where the generated informa-
tion at each sensor node is completely unknown beforehand.
Finally, performing dynamic routing is not recommended for
the following third reason. As known, dynamic routing induces
considerable exchange of signaling messages. This routing
scheme requires global and real time information about the

network state to make routing decisions. In computer networks
where packets are large, the small control packets may impose
little overhead. However, in UW-ASNs where packet size is
small, they constitute a large overhead. This can be extremely
costly, since a large amount of energy has to be spent to route
control packets.

In response to these challenges, we propose our pre-
configured balanced routing scheme. From performance evalu-
ation perspective, we develop a model for energy consumption
that meticulously captures the impact of such pre-configured
static routing on the network energy expenditure.

III. MODEL AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

A. Basic Features of Underwater Propagation

1) Attenuation: The experienced attenuation in an underwa-
ter acoustic channel over a distance d in meters for a frequency
f in kilohertz can be modeled in decibels by

10 log10

(
A (d, f)

A0

)
= k10 log10 d+

d

103
10 log10 a (f) (1)

where A0 is a normalizing constant, k denotes the spreading
factor, and a (f) denotes the absorption coefficient. a (f) is
empirically derived using Thorp’s formula [24] in decibels per
kilometer for f in kilohertz as

10 log10 a (f) = 0.11
f2

1 + f2
+ 44

f2

4100 + f2

+2.75× 10−4f2 + 0.003
(2)

This formula is generally applied for frequencies above a few
hundred hertz. For lower frequencies it is suggested to use the
following formula:

10 log10 a (f) = 0.002 + 0.11
f2

1 + f2
+ 0.011f2 (3)

2) Noise: There are four different sources of noise in the
ocean: turbulence, shipping, waves, and thermal noise. The
overall power spectral density (p.s.d.) of the noise in dB re
1µPa2/Hz (i.e., the power per unit bandwidth associated with
the reference sound pressure level of 1 µPa) can be expressed
as

10 log10N (f) = η0 − 18 log10 f (4)

where f is in kilohertz, and the constant level η0 is adjusted
in accordance with a specific deployment site.

3) The signal to noise ratio SNR: The narrowband signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) is given by [23]

SNR (d, f) =

S(f)∆f
A(d,f)

N (f) ∆f
=

S (f)

A (d, f)N (f)
(5)

where S (f) is the p.s.d. of the transmitted signal and ∆f is
a narrow frequency band around f .
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Fig. 1. Transmission power as function of distance.

4) Bandwidth and Transmission Power definitions: The
bandwidth and the associated transmission power in the under-
water environment are defined in [20]. According to [20], for
each transmission range d, there exists an optimal frequency
f0 (d) for which the narrowband SNR is maximized. Hence,
a 3-dB bandwidth, B3dB (d), was introduced and simply
refers to the range of frequencies around f0 (d) for which
A (d, f)N (f) < 2A (d, f0 (d))N (f0 (d)). Using B3dB (d)
bandwidth definition, the associated transmission power in
watts necessary to provide a target SNR0 at a distance d
in meters from the source is determined as

Ptx (d) = SNR0B3dB (d)× B3dB(d)N (f) df

B3dB(d)A−1 (d, f) df
(6)

The electrical power needed to cover a distance d is given by

10 log10 PT (d) = 10 log10 Ptx (d)− 170.8− 10 log10 ξ (7)

where 10 log10 Ptx (d) is the acoustic transmission power in
dB re 1 µPa2, 170.8 dB is the conversion factor between
acoustic pressure in dB re 1 µPa and acoustic power in watts,
and ξ is the transducer efficiency. Fig. 1 shows the generated
transmission power in Watt as function of distance. It is worth
pointing out that the transmission power is a non linearly
increasing function of distance.

B. Energy Sink-hole problem

In this paper, we investigate the energy sink-hole problem
in underwater acoustic sensor networks, where underwater
sensors located close to the underwater sink are heavily used in
forwarding sensed data to it. Indeed, those sensors especially
the ones that are 1 hop away from the static sink act as
relays to it on behalf of all other sensors, thus suffering from
severe energy depletion. Extensive researches efforts have been
devoted to analyze the energy-sink hole problem especially
in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). They all agree that
the energy hole problem is unavoidable in static uniformly
distributed always-on WSNs where the sensors periodically
report their sensed data to a static sink using their nominal
communication range [15], [16], [18], [17], [21], [22]. For

this reason, most of the already undertaken researches on
balancing the energy consumption focus mainly on using
adjustable communication range. Indeed, by allowing each
sensor to dynamically adjust its transmission range, they aim at
balancing the traffic load distribution among sensors and thus
the closest sensors to the sink are relieved of relying task.

Our study of the energy sink-hole problem in UW-ASNs is
motivated by the manual deployment of underwater sensors in
real-world applications, and hence, efficient solutions should
be provided to tackle this problem. Our goal is to balance the
energy depletion of all sensors in terms of traffic forwarding
(number of transmitted packets) in order to extend the network
lifetime. To this end, our approach to deal with the energy
sink hole problem is twofold: i) analyzing to what extent can
perfect uniform energy depletion among all sensors in the
network be assured such that the energy sink-hole problem
in UW-ASNs is overcame and ii) studying how can the
energy sink-hole problem in manually deployed UW-ASNs
be addressed. By thoroughly investigating these two issues,
we aim at closely approaching the perfect uniform energy
depletion among all underwater sensors in the network.

Firstly, to address the first issue, we conceive a data for-
warding strategy for transmitting the periodically generated
data from underwater source sensors to the sink. The goal of
this forwarding scheme is to appropriately distribute the total
data dissemination load on the individual underwater sensors
such that the energy depletion is balanced among all sensors
in the network. Recall that, in our study we opt for continuous
monitoring applications, where each node reports periodically
its own generated data to the sink. Consequently, we aim at
distributing the total packet load (generated plus received) at
each sensor among all possible next hop such that the energy
consumption of each sensor is almost the same.

Secondly, to address the second issue, the set of the 1 hop
away neighbors of the sink should change over time, thus
allowing different subsets of sensors to act as forwarders to
the sink. In other words by varying the transmission range
of manually deployed sensors, the number of hops to reach
the sink is continuously varying. For instance, suppose that a
sensor U is 2r away from the sink S. If the underwater sensor
U uses a transmission range of r then U is 2 hop away from
S. However, if U adopts a transmission range of 2r then U is
1-hop away from S. Consequently, we suggest that U sends a
fraction of its total load using a transmission range of r and
the remaining portion will be directly sent to the sink using a
transmission range of 2r.

To recapitulate, in our work, each sensor is responsible
of deriving the appropriate load weight with the associated
transmission range, namely potential next hop, that evenly
distribute the energy consumption among underwater sensors.
Similar objectives have been achieved in the literature by
considering mobile sink [13] [3]. However, in our work, we
tackle the energy sink-hole problem by considering a static
underwater sensor deployment strategy where underwater sen-
sors are manually placed in a circular sensor field centered at
one static sink.
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C. Network and Energy model

In underwater environment, the deployment is generally
sparser compared to terrestrial sensor networks due to the
high cost of underwater sensors and the severe deployment
challenges. Indeed, underwater sensors are manually anchored
to the bottom of the ocean with deep ocean anchors. Such
apparently stumbling characteristics should be appropriately
exploited in order to enhance the network performance such as
energy expenditure and transmission delay. Indeed, the manual
and sparse deployment of UW-ASN not only highly reduces
the number of deployed sensors but also allows the admin-
istrator to acquire a precise knowledge of their number in
addition to their precise location which makes their dedicated
deployment possible, thing that was extremely unrealistic with
terrestrial sensor networks. Through this study, we are among
the pioneers that exploit the sparse and manual deployment of
UW-ASNs in order to propose a dedicated deployment pattern
that approaches the perfect balanced energy depletion among
underwater sensors.

The proposed deployment strategy considers a 2-
dimensional shallow underwater sensor network. A set
of sensors are anchored to the ocean bottom and endowed
with a floating buoy. The buoy can be inflated by a pump
in order to push the sensor towards the ocean surface. Note
that, in such architecture the bottom mounted sensors have
a complete knowledge of their geographical position upon
deployment. In order to approach the perfect uniform energy
depletion, sensors are placed in a circular sensor field of
radius R centered at sink. The sensor field is virtually
partitioned into disjoint concentric sets termed coronas of
constant width r. The width of each corona is at most
dtx−max,the maximum transmission range of an underwater
acoustic sensor. Consider K to be the number of coronas
around the sink.

K = bR
r
c (8)

For example, in Fig. 2, K = 5, hence the sensor field is
partitioned into five coronas B1, B2, B3, B4 and B5.

In the remainder of this paper, we consider a continuous
reporting sensor application where the average number of re-
ports generated per unit of time by each sensor node is denoted
by A. Moreover, we assume that the energy consumption of
sensors is due to data reception and transmission. In fact,
since in underwater environment, the deployment is generally
quite sparse, the energy depletion due to overhearing can be
neglected. More precisely, the energy spent in transmitting one
packet of length Pl bits over a distance d is given by

Etx (d) = PT (d)× Ttx (d) (9)

where Ttx (d) is the transmission time given by

Ttx (d) =
Pl

C3dB (d)
(10)

where C3dB (d) is the maximum allowed capacity over
B3dB (d) . According to [23]

C3dB (d) =B3dB(d) log2

(
1 +

Ptx (d) /B3dB (d)

A (d, f)N (f)

)
df (11)

Fig. 2. Underwater Acoustic sensor network model.

Likewise, the energy spent in receiving one Pl bits packet
is given by

Erx (d) = P 0
rx × Ttx (d) (12)

where P 0
rx is the electronics power.

According to the dedicated deployment pattern discussed
above, routing is relatively straightforward. Each packet is
forwarded from the source to the sink by crossing adjacent
coronas through the immediately adjacent sensors. Figure 2
illustrates a possible path along which a packet from one
sensor in the outermost corona is routed to the sink. Notice
that, in this example, each hop involves the immediately
adjacent neighbor from adjacent corona. More precisely, our
sensor field can be seen as a set of wedges. Each wedge W
is virtually partitioned into K sectors, S1, S2, ..., SK by its
intersection with K concentric circles, centered at the sink, and
of monotonically increasing radius r, 2r, 3r, ..., Kr, as shown
in Fig. 3. Each sector contains exactly one sensor which has
to forward the cumulative traffic coming from its predecessors
to one of its possible successors. Specifically, in our study, we
assume that each sensor is capable of adjusting its transmission
range in order to send the appropriate fractions of packet load
to the adjacent successor and the one after. More details are
given in the next section.

IV. BALANCING ENERGY EXPENDITURE

In this paper, we strive for efficiently routing the reports to
the sink node by balancing the energy consumption throughout
the network. By doing so, we aim at improving the UW-
ASNs lifetime. In our study, all the sensor nodes transmit
periodically their reports to the sink node, denoted by S.
We target here continuous-monitoring applications, one of the
most important classes of UW-ASN applications. The average
number of reports generated per unit of time by each sensor
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Fig. 3. A wedge W and the associated sectors.

node is denoted by A. In this section we turn to the task of
evaluating the energy expenditure per sensor in an arbitrary
corona Bi with i ≥ 1. Observe that, according to our routing
strategy, every node in a given wedge W and a generic corona
Bi, (1 ≤ i ≤ K), is called upon to serve two kinds of paths:
• paths originating at an underwater sensor located in the

same wedge W but in a different corona Bj with i < j ≤ K,
and
• paths emanating from the same sensor in Bi.
It is easy to show that the total number of paths that may

involve a specific node in a given wedge W and in corona Bi
includes all possible paths in W except those originating in
one of the coronas B1, B2, ... and Bi−1.

In this paper, we approach the efficient routing of reports
to the sink node by appropriately distributing the total data
dissemination load on the individual underwater sensor such
that a fair energy depletion is assured among all sensors in the
network and hence the UW-ASN lifetime is enhanced.

In this study, we suppose that for each sensor node located
at corona Bi in a specific wedge W , the next hop to send
generated reports to the sink S can be the sensor located
in Bi−1 or Bi−2 in the same wedge W. In other words, we
suppose that

dtx−max ∈ {r, 2r} (13)

Considering a wedge W , we associate to each possible next
hop located in Bi−1or Bi−2 a respective weight βi1, β

i
2 such

that βi1 + βi2 = 1, ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ K. Consequently, the total
number of packets per unit of time, Ai, handled by sensor in
corona Bi and wedge W, can simply be expressed as follows

Ai = A+ βi+1
1 Ai+1 + βi+2

2 Ai+2

for j = 1, 2 if i+ j > K then βi+jj = 0
(14)

Consequently, the average transmission energy, Eitx, consumed
by a sensor in corona Bi and wedge W can be derived as
follows

EiTX = βi1AiEtx (r) + βi2AiEtx (2r)
for j = 1, 2 if i− j < 0 then βij = 0

(15)

Likewise, the average reception energy, Eirx, consumed by a
sensor in corona Bi and wedge W can be expressed as follows

EiRX = βi+1
1 Ai+1Erx (r) + βi+2

2 Ai+2Erx (2r)

for j = 1, 2 if i+ j > K then βi+jj = 0
(16)

Finally, the total energy consumed by a sensor in corona Bi
and wedge W is

Ei = EiTX + EiRX (17)

Recall that the goal of our work is to tailor the coronas in
such way that the energy expenditure is balanced across all the
coronas. Consequently, our problem can be stated as follows:

given K, r, dtx−max

Find βi1, β
i
2 ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ K

such that E1 = E2 = ... = EK

subject to
βi1 + βi2 = 1,∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ K

(18)

In the next section, we strive for approaching the perfect
uniform energy depletion by determining, for each sensor
node, the next possible hosts with the associated load weight
that better approach the balanced energy expenditure among
underwater sensors.

In what follows, we denote Erx (jr) as Ejrx, Etx (jr) as
Ejtx and the vector βi =

(
βil
)

1≤l≤2
.

A. Iterative Process

As a first way to analytically approach the perfect uniform
energy depletion is using the iterative process. As it turns out,
the βis can be determined iteratively in a natural way. In the
first iteration, we suppose that we only have the corona B1

of width r. In this case, the total traffic of each sensor in B1

is exclusively composed of the locally generated traffic A and
clearly β1

1 equal to 1. In the second iteration, we add corona
B2 and knowing β1

1 we try to balance the energy expenditure
between B1 and B2 by determining β2

1 and β2
2 . More precisely,

by adding B2 the total traffic of B1 increases since there is a
newly received traffic from B2. Consequently, our previously
established balance is perturbed. To re-arrange such imbalance,
we compute β2

1 and β2
2 . Note that β2

2 denotes the traffic weight
that has to be sent directly from sensor in B2 to the sink.

Generally speaking, suppose that we reach iteration j and
hence the energy consumption between j coronas is balanced.
Adding corona Bj+1 will disturb the previously established
balance since the total traffic in each corona will inevitably
increase. Knowing β1, β2,..., βj , we settle once again our
balance by determining βj+1. Note that for the newly added
corona Bj+1, Aj+1 = A and Ej+1

RX = 0.

As we shall see shortly, β2 is obtained after adding corona
B2 and as a result of writing E2 = E1. By the same way,
after adding corona B3, β

3 is obtained from E3 = E2 and
E3 = E1. More generally, at iteration j+ 1, βj+1 is obtained
from Ej+1 = Ej = ... = E1. The iterative process is
straightforward; the details are presented next.
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1) Calculation of the cumulative traffic: Let us start by
iteratively expressing the cumulative traffic. For this purpose,
at each iteration j+1, we newly derive Aj−k;∀ 0 ≤ k ≤ j−1.

∀ 1 ≤ j + 1 ≤ K
Aj+1 = A

∀ 0 ≤ k ≤ j − 1 ; Aj−k =
[
α0k + α1kβ

j+1
1 + α2kβ

j+1
2

]
×A

where
βj+1

2 = 0 if k = j − 1
α00 = 1; α0(−1) = 1

α0k = 1 + α0(k−1)β
j−(k−1)
1 + α0(k−2)β

j−(k−2)
2

α1(−1) = 0; α2(−1) = 0;α21 = 1;α10 = 1;α20 = 0;

α1k = α1(k−1)β
j−(k−1)
1 + α1(k−2)β

j−(k−2)
2

α2k = α2(k−1)β
j−(k−1)
1 + α2(k−2)β

j−(k−2)
2

(19)

∀ 1 ≤ j + 1 ≤ K
Aj+1 = A

Aj = A+ βj+1
1 Aj+1 = A×

(
1 + βj+1

1

)
=> α00 = 1, α10 = 1 and α20 = 1

assume Aj−k =
[
α0k + α1kβ

j+1
1 + α2kβ

j+1
2

]
×A

where βj+1
2 = 0 if k = j − 1

Find Aj−(k+1)

Aj−(k+1) = A+ βj−k1 Aj−k + βj−k+1
2 Aj−(k−1)

= A+ βj−k1

[
α0k + α1kβ

j+1
1 + α2kβ

j+1
2

]
×A+ ...

β
j−(k−1)
2

[
α0(k−1) + α1(k−1)β

j+1
1 + α2(k−1)β

j+1
2

]
×A

= A


(

1 + α0kβ
j−k
1 + α0(k−1)β

j−(k−1)
2

)
+

+
(
α1kβ

j−k
1 + α1(k−1)β

j−(k−1)
2

)
βj+1

1 +(
α2kβ

j−k
1 + α2(k−1)β

j−(k−1)
2

)
βj+1

2


=⇒


α0(k+1) =

(
1 + α0kβ

j−k
1 + α0(k−1)β

j−(k−1)
2

)
α1(k+1) =

(
α1kβ

j−k
1 + α1(k−1)β

j−(k−1)
2

)
α2(k+1) =

(
α2kβ

j−k
1 + α2(k−1)β

j−(k−1)
2

)

(20)

2) Calculation of energy consumption in transmission and
reception: Recall that our objective is to determine βj+1, for
each iteration j + 1, which balance the energy consumption
between B1, B2, ..., Bj+1. Consequently, at each iteration j+
1, we strive for deriving the unknown vector βj+1 of size 2.
For this purpose, we aim at expressing Ej+1

TX , EiTX and EiRX
(∀ 1 ≤ i < j+1) as function of βj+1. Consequently, by writing
Ej+1
TX = Ej = ... = E1 we get a system of j + 1 equations

with 2 unknowns. Let’s start by expressing the straightforward
Ej+1
TX

∀ 1 ≤ j + 1 ≤ K
Ej+1
TX = A

[
βj+1

1 E1
tx + βj+1

2 E2
tx

]
; if j + 1 = 1 then βj+1

2 = 0

Ej+1
TX =

[
AE1

txβ
j+1
1 +AE2

txβ
j+1
2

]
Ej+1
TX = TXj+1

1 βj+1
1 + TXj+1

2 βj+1
2 ;

where TXj+1
l = AEltx; for l = 1, 2

(21)
Note that our ultimate goal is to express our problem as a

system of linear equations, at each iteration. We succeed to
linearly express Ej+1

TX as function of βj+1. Now, let us derive
EiTX and EiRX (∀ 1 ≤ i < j + 1) as function of βj+1.

EiTX =
[
Aiβ

i
1E

1
tx +Aiβ

i
2E

2
tx

]
; if i = 1 then βi2 = 0

= Ai
[
βi1E

1
tx + βi2E

2
tx

]
=
(
βi1E

1
tx + βi2E

2
tx

)
Aj−(j−i)

=
(
βi1E

1
tx + βi2E

2
tx

)
×

×
[
α0(j−i) + α1(j−i)β

j+1
1 + α2(j−i)β

j+1
2

]
×A

= A
(
βi1E

1
tx + βi2E

2
tx

)
α0(j−i)+

+2
l=1A

(
βi1E

1
tx + βi2E

2
tx

)
αl(j−i)β

j+1
l

= TXi
0 +2

l=1 TX
j−i
l βj+1

l ;

if j + 1 = 1 then βj+1
2 = 0

(22)

∀ 1 ≤ j + 1 ≤ K
Ej+1
RX = 0

EjRX = Aβj+1
1 E1

rx

Let’s find EiRX ; ∀ 1 ≤ i < j + 1

EiRX = βi+1
1 Ai+1E

1
rx + βi+2

2 Ai+2E
2
rx; if i = j then βi+2

2 = 0
EiRX =

Aβi+1
1 E1

rx

[
α0(j−i−1) + α1(j−i−1)β

j+1
1 + α2(j−i−1)β

j+1
2

]
+ ...

+Aβi+2
2 E2

rx

[
α0(j−i−2) + α1(j−i−2)β

j+1
1 + α2(j−i−2)β

j+1
2

]
= A

[
βi+1

1 E1
rxα0(j−i−1) + βi+2

2 E2
rxα0(j−i−2)

]
+

+Aβj+1
1

[
βi+1

1 E1
rxα1(j−i−1) + βi+2

2 E2
rxα1(j−i−2)

]
+

+Aβj+1
2

[
βi+1

1 E1
rxα2(j−i−1) + βi+2

2 E2
rxα2(j−i−2)

]
= RXi

0 +RXj−i
1 βj+1

1 +RXj−i
2 βj+1

2

if i = j − 1 then EiRX = RXi
0 +RXj−i

1 βj+1
1 +AE2

rxβ
j+1
2

(23)

B. Problem Statement

Now that we succeed to express our problem as a system
of linear equations, we finally get

∀ 1 ≤ j + 1 ≤ K
∀ 1 ≤ i < j + 1

Ej+1
TX = EiTX + EiRX
⇔
(
TXj+1

1 − TXj−i
1 −RXj−i

1

)
βj+1

1 +

+
(
TXj+1

2 − TXj−i
2 −RXj−i

2

)
βj+1

2 = TXi
0 +RXi

0

βj+1
1 + βj+1

2 = 1
(24)
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Let TXj+1 be a matrix of size (j + 1, 2) such that
TXj+1 = (TXi,l)1≤i≤j+1

1≤l≤2

TXi,1 = TXj+1
1 − TXj−i

1 −RXj−i
1 ; ∀ 1 ≤ i < j + 1

TXi,2 = TXj+1
2 − TXj−i

2 −RXj−i
2 ; ∀ 1 ≤ i < j + 1

TX(j+1),1 = 1
TX(j+1),2 = 1

(25)
Recall that βj+1 is a column vector such that βj+1 =(
βj+1
l

)
1≤l≤2

and let us define C as
(
Ci0
)

1≤i<j+1
such that

Ci0 = TXi
0 + RXi

0; ∀ 1 ≤ i < j + 1 and Cj+1
0 = 1. In this

case, our system can be written as TXj+1β
j+1 = C. Note

that βj+1
1 + βj+1

2 = 1,∀ 1 ≤ j + 1 ≤ K .
Note that, if j+1 = 2, then we have a system of 2 equations

with 2 unknown variables. Consequently, TXj+1 is a square
matrix of size 2. Hence, we can easily solve TXj+1β

j+1 = C
and thus the perfect uniform energy depletion is reached.
However, if j+1 > 2, then our system is actually composed of
j+1 equations

(
Ej+1 = Ej = ... = E1

)
with only 2 unknown

variables. Consequently, we have much more equations than
needed and hence achieving perfect uniform energy depletion
is impossible. For this reason, we slightly deviate our goal
to become minimizing the difference in energy consumption
among different coronas. We try to numerically solve our
partial uniform energy depletion problem after reformulating
it as follows

given K, r, dtx−max

Find βj+1
1 , βj+1

2

min
βj+1

∥∥TXj+1β
j+1 − C

∥∥
subject to
βj+1

1 + βj+1
2 = 1

βj+1
1 ≥ 0 and βj+1

2 ≥ 0

(26)

This constrained nonlinear optimization problem can be easily
solved using ’fmincon’ function in the Matlab optimization
toolbox. Note that, fmincon is a powerful optimization tool
that uses three well known methods namely; active set, trust
region reflective and interior point.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we present a thorough comparison study be-
tween our balanced routing solution (dtx−max ∈ {r, 2r})and
the nominal communication range based data forwarding [13]
(i.e. (dtx−max = r)). Results are derived analytically. Recall
that in our model, the underwater sensor nodes perform con-
tinuous monitoring of the supervised circular area of radius R.
Our circular sensor field centered at the sink is partitioned into
disjoint concentric coronas of fixed width r. Each underwater
sensor periodically reports with rate A the locally generated
data to the sink over several hops. At each hop, the traffic
emanating from the local sensor must be merged with route-
through traffic. Each packet is forwarded from the source to
the sink by crossing coronas located in the same wedge. The
parameters setting in our analysis are listed in Table I.

We first analyze the results regarding our balanced routing
strategy for a circular sensor field of radius R = 1000m

Packet length Pl 1024 bits
SNR0 20 dB
Initial Energy 1 J
Data Rate A 10 packets/s
P 0
rx 0.75 W
η0 50 dB re 1 µPa2/Hz
A0 30 dB
spreading loss k 1.5
transducer efficiency ξ 0.8

TABLE I
PARAMETERS SETTING

and corona width r = 100m resulting in a total number of
coronas equals 10. Each sensor in each corona is supposed to
generate 10 packets/s. We study the impact of using variable
transmission range (dtx−max ∈ {r, 2r}) on both packet load
and energy consumption for every corona. First, let us discover
β =

(
βi
)

1≤i≤10
matrix of our balanced routing scheme with

dtx−max ∈ {r, 2r} . We want to point out that the β matrix
is derived with the purpose of evenly distribute the energy
consumption among different coronas. Table II reports the βi

vectors for each corona. Accordingly, in order to minimize
the energy consumption gap between different coronas, much
more packets should be sent to the 2-hop away corona. In
other words, in order to balance the energy consumption
among different coronas, most of the accumulated traffic
should be forwarded using dtx−max = 2r = 200m. Indeed,
underwater sensors in the second corona should send 98% of
their accumulated traffic directly to the sink. In the same way,
sensors in coronas 4, 6, 7, 8, 9 have to disseminate more than
80% of their total packet load to the 2-hop away coronas. The
least percentage is achieved in the third corona. In fact, sensor
in corona 3 sends 65% of its traffic to the first band against
only 35% to the second corona. As a result, it is clear enough
that it is highly preferred to send packets load 2-hop away in
order to balance the energy consumption.

According to Table II, the packet load distribution is shown
in Fig 4. Note that, adopting a nominal communication
range based data forwarding with dtx−max = r leads to
a total traffic of 100packets/s at sensors in corona 1. This
amount of accumulated traffic at corona 1 is highly decreased
(less than 40 packets/s) with our balanced routing solution
(dtx−max ∈ {r, 2r}) . This gain is more importantly high-
lighted in Fig. 5. In fact, Fig. 5 shows the energy consumption
for each sensor in the corresponding corona. Accordingly, a
74% of energy saving is achieved at corona 1. It is worth
noting that using our balanced routing strategy, leads to a
maximum energy expenditure of 0.065W at sensors in corona
2. However, according to the nominal communication range
based data forwarding, a maximum energy consumption of
0.146W is achieved as expected at corona 1. Consequently,
an energy saving of 55.5% is accomplished thanks to our
balanced routing scheme. We would like to point out that
the energy consumption per corona is not proportional to the
packet load distribution as shown in Figs 4 and 5. Indeed, as
depicted in Fig. 1, the energy expenditure depends non linearly
on the transmission distance which justify the non proportion-
ality between packet load distribution and the energy consump-
tion. Consequently, balancing the energy consumption does not
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Fig. 4. Packet load distribution per corona when R = 1000 m and r = 100
m.

Fig. 5. Energy consumption per corona when R = 1000 m and r = 100
m.

really mean balancing the packet load distribution.
Let us now evaluate the gain that can be achieved by our bal-

anced routing solution (dtx−max ∈ {r, 2r}) over the nominal
communication range based data forwarding (dtx−max = r)
for different field radius as well as different corona width.
Note that this comparison study is mainly conducted in terms
of energy consumption and network lifetime. From an energy
depletion point of view, we consider the maximum consumed
amount of energy among all coronas. When it comes to
network lifespan, we define the network lifetime simply as
the time for the first node in the network to drain its energy
budget. In other words, the network lifetime is given by

Tnet lifetime =
Einit

maxU∈corona nodesE(U)
(27)

where Einit is the initial amount of energy provided to each
sensor node and U refers to an arbitrary underwater sensor in

TABLE II
β MATRIX WHEN R = 1000m AND r = 100m.

Band (i− 1) Band (i− 2)
Band 1 1 0
Band 2 0.02 0.98
Band 3 0.35 0.65
Band 4 0.14 0.86
Band 5 0.25 0.75
Band 6 0.17 0.83
Band 7 0.18 0.82
Band 8 0.15 0.85
Band 9 0.13 0.87
Band 10 0.1 0.9

Fig. 6. Energy consumption for different field radius when r = 100 m.

our field.
Fig. 6 shows the energy expenditure as function of field

radius when the corona width remains fixed and equal to
r = 100m. Recall that the energy value considered for each
field radius is the maximum consumed energy among all
coronas. As expected, as the field radius increases the energy
consumption increases since the number of coronas grows.
Consequently and as depicted in Fig. 7 the network lifetime
decreases with the increase of the field radius. Note that, our
balanced routing solution achieves up to 62% of energy saving
for a field radius of 500m and a minimum energy saving of
46% is guaranteed in each configuration.

Now, let us assess the impact of varying the corona width
on the system performance. To achieve this, we consider a
fixed field radius of 2000m while varying the corona width
from 50m to 500m. Considering Fig. 8 the energy expenditure
decreases when the corona width increases. In fact, rising the
corona width reduces the number of coronas and consequently
the packets load is reduced. Here again, our balanced routing
strategy achieves better performance than nominal communi-
cation range based data forwarding. In fact, according to Figs.
8 and 9, better energy savings and longer network lifetime
are guaranteed with our balanced routing solution. Note that
for high corona widths, our solution achieves slightly better
energy saving than the nominal communication range based
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Fig. 7. Network lifetime for different field radius when r = 100 m.

Fig. 8. Energy consumption for various corona width when R = 2000 m.

data forwarding (dtx−max = r) . Indeed, according to Fig. 1,
for high value of corona width (r), sending over a distance
of 2r consumes much more energy than two sending over a
distance of r since the transmission power is a non linear
function of distance. For this reason, we expect, for high
value of r, our balanced solution converges to the nominal
communication range solution.

In order to gain more insight regarding the system per-
formance for each corona, let us closely inspect the energy
consumption as well as the packet load for the extreme cases
namely; R = 2000 & r = 50; R = 2000 & r = 250;
R = 500 & r = 50 and R = 500 & r = 250. Figs.
10- 17, well confirm the performance improvement gained by
adopting our balanced routing strategy. It is clearly seen that,

Fig. 9. Network lifetime for various corona width when R = 2000 m.

Fig. 10. Packet load distribution per corona when R = 2000 m and r = 50
m.

even in the extreme cases, significant energy conservation and
more balanced packet load distribution are assured by bal-
anced routing scheme (dtx−max ∈ {r, 2r}) over the nominal
communication range based data forwarding (dtx−max = r) .
Indeed, for a field radius of 2000m and a corona width of 50m,
an energy conservation of 36% is achieved by our solution.
Note that a perfect energy balancing is established for a field
radius of 500m and a corona width of 250m leading to an
energy conservation of 73% . Here again, we point out that
a perfect balance of energy consumption as shown in Fig. 17
does not mean a perfect load distribution as depicted in Fig.
16 since the transmission power is a non linear function of
transmission distance.

Finally, to justify the use of B3dB bandwidth definition, let
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Fig. 11. Energy consumption per corona when R = 2000 m and r = 50
m.

Fig. 12. Packet load distribution per corona when R = 2000m and r = 250
m.

us evaluate its contribution to energy saving in our model.
Recall that, according to [20], there is an optimal bandwidth
and its corresponding optimal transmission frequency for
each transmission distance. Consequently, for each selected
transmission range, we use the B3dB (d) bandwidth centered
on a tone of frequency fc = f0 (d). Using our balanced
routing scheme with dtx−max ∈ {r, 2r} , Fig. 18 illustrates
the effect of independently changing the bandwidth and the
center frequency while applying the same β =

(
βi
)

1≤i≤10
matrix on traffic load distribution. The system performance
is analyzed for two different center frequencies fc = 20kHz
and fc = f0 (d). With f0 (d), we use the B3dB (d) bandwidth
definition. However, for fc = 20kHz, the system performance

Fig. 13. Energy consumption per corona when R = 2000 m and r = 250
m.

Fig. 14. Packet load distribution per corona when R = 500 m and r = 50
m.

is analyzed for two different bandwidths B = 1kHz and
B = 20kHz. When the center frequency remains fixed and
equal to 20kHz, an important energy savings is achieved when
increasing the bandwidth, for each corona. In fact, with a
greater bandwidth the bit duration 1/B is highly reduced and
thus the energy consumption. Most importantly, note that the
optimal energy consumption is accomplished with fc = f0 (d)
and its corresponding B3dB (d) bandwidth. As shown in Fig.
18, sensors in corona 2 consume the maximum amount of
energy, for each frequency and bandwidth allocation scheme.
However, the energy expenditure of sensors in corona 2 is
reduced with fc = f0 (d) and its corresponding B3dB (d)
bandwidth. We want to point out that our routing solution
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Fig. 15. Energy consumption per corona when R = 500 m and r = 50 m.

Fig. 16. Packet load distribution per corona when R = 500 m and r = 250
m.

tries to optimize the energy consumption by looking most
importantly for the best traffic distribution among coronas and
by applying the optimal frequency and bandwidth. As such a
complete exhaustive solution is proposed.

VI. CONCLUSION

In underwater environment, where solar energy cannot be
exploited, operating on limited battery power imposes the
use of energy efficient protocols. These protocols should be
carefully designed in order to deal with the harsh character-
istics of underwater communications such as high attenuation
and bandwidth-limited channel. For these reasons, UW-ASNs
require protocols that make judicious use of the limited battery
budget while taking into account the unique features of the

Fig. 17. Energy consumption per corona when R = 500 m and r = 250
m.

Fig. 18. Energy Consumption per corona for various frequency band.

underwater channel. To this end, we proposed a dedicated
deployment pattern along with the associated routing strategy
that leads to an even energy depletion among all sensors in
the network and hence the network lifespan is improved. Ac-
cordingly, by allowing each underwater node to dynamically
adjust its transmission range among two possible levels, we
determined for each source sensor the set of possible next
hops with the associated transmission power and associated
load weight that lead to a fair energy consumption and hence
the energy sink hole problem is overcome. To do so, we
developed a comprehensive analytical model that iteratively
derives for each source sensor the appropriate load weight for
each possible transmission range. Analytical results show that
significant improvement is achieved by our routing scheme
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especially in terms of network lifetime compared to the
nominal communication range based data forwarding.
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